About the Programs

Facilitated Workshops: All programs consist of a three-day in-class prep session where facilitators define the scope of the exam, illustrate the complexity of problems to be encountered, review all required basic math skills, discuss test strategy, examine reference materials and present a model home study program. The SPAN™ CertBoK® online learning management system is part of the workshop and includes targeted resources including flashcards, study sessions, practice exams and mentors that are exam subject matter experts.

Study Workbooks: Materials in self-evaluation sessions supplement home study programs and reinforce areas where emphasis is needed for the exam. Workbooks provide over 650 questions, answers and explanations.

Mentoring Services: Subject matter experts dedicated to your success can help you develop a study plan.

About the Examinations

Associate Safety Professional (ASP) The ASP (often called CSP Safety Fundamentals exam) is the first test required in the two-test process of becoming a CSP. The test consists of 200 questions designed to measure the academic knowledge expected of the entry-level safety professional.

Certified Safety Professional (CSP) The CSP Exam is the second-level examination in the two test process. This examination consists of 200 questions that examine the candidate’s applied knowledge and the application of experience gained through professional practice. Both the ASP and the CSP are administered by the BCSP. Applicants must have a college degree and four years of professional safety experience.

Construction Health and Safety Technician (CHST) This is certification for construction safety principles and practices. It is designed for practitioners who fill job site safety positions on construction sites. A college degree is not required.

Advanced Associate Safety Professional (ASP) & Certified Safety Professional (CSP) This advanced workshop is tailored for professionals dedicated to a fast track approach of achieving the CSP certification. The course is designed for those holding a Graduate Safety Professional (GSP) designation and at least 4 years of experience as a safety professional. Participants are provided with both ASP and CSP workbooks and access to ASP and CSP online CertboK learning management systems consisting of more than 1,000 problems representative of the examination blueprint.

Safety Management Specialists (SMS) SMS are individuals with management skills required for a business’s safe operation, applying these safety skills on a full-time or part-time basis as part of their job duties. Some examples of an SMS’s activities include defining and utilizing an organization’s safety management systems; risk management; incident investigation and emergency preparedness; maintaining current knowledge of safety, health, and environmental (SH&E) concepts; and identifying the business case for safety.

Occupational Hygiene and Safety Technician (OHST) The OHST is for those performing occupational health and safety activities on a full-time or part-time basis and make worksite assessments to determine risks, potential hazards and controls, evaluating risks and hazard control measures, investigating incidents, maintaining and evaluating incident and loss records, and preparing emergency response plans.

Register at www.spansafety.com

AGC Georgia members are eligible for a $50 savings when using promo code agcprep.

All classes are held at AGC Georgia’s Training Center at 1940 The Exchange SE, Atlanta, GA 30339